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8\' WILLIAMJ; CWILICHOWSIU,
· Urmston emphasized that these
At 2 pm in room B-9, a panel will out food rations.
shelter with P;Uc Christi: Finally, on
- On Friday, Nov. 2 •and· Sa.turday, are not· ·bomb- shelters. ""These· 'discuss the topic:'ls nuclear. war surAt 7 pm the film '·or. . Nov.- 3, the· rally will end with a
Nov. 3, Pax Christi· Xavier will spon- shelters are only of use if a bomb vivable? Dr. Daniel McLoughlin, of StrangeiQv~" will be shown. The film prayer service focusing on the central ,
the X.U. chemistry depanmerit, an~· is a comedy about nuclear war starr- theme of what just happened and its
sor a sit-in in the Alter Hall fallout . ·were t~be dropped at a distan<;e."
The ·sit"in will coininerice :with · Dr. Lynn Moody, of the Physicians ing Peter Sellers and George c.·scott. effect. ·
shelter, which is located iri.the basement corridor. There are 6 fallout .·literature being 9istributed on-Friday For Social ResponsibHity. will speak
shelters oil Xavier's campus;
The niovie "The Atomic Cafe"
morning Nov. -~2 in Alter Hall. along with a spokesman from civil
Pax Christi's coordinator is Rev .
· In the event of a nuclear attack, . Various staff displays cari be viewed defense. ·
will follow which is an official U.S. Ben Urmston, S.J., and its
local civil" defense can take over these in the library as well· as Alter main
.
civii defense film of what to do and moderators are Jesuit volunteer Mike
areas. The. purpose .of this event is to lobby. At 1:30 pm the film "The
· After the discuSsion the whole what· happens during a · nuclear Cavera; and sophomore John R.
raise awareness. of how'-Xavier ·would Last • Epidemic~'' describing the · group will move to the shelter. Provi- _ attack:
·.
. .
Kelley; All are welcome to attend the
be involved. should a nuclear attack health problems associated with· sions will be presented along with acLater. on in the evening a liturgy weekly l'!leetings of this society which
occur, according Rev. Ben Urmston, nuclear war, will be shown in room .· tual simulated postattack conditions, will be· ceh:brated. Anyone who are held on Wednesdays at 2 pm at
S;)..
.·
8."9 of Alter...
· measuring for: radiation and passing wishes may sleep over -in the fallout the Dorothy Day House.

Campus·. Mif'listry
tO .boSt·,fil"st•· .
~ ~c•lettJ•vw~~ft~>.····
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. BY DIANE JOSEPH.

. had from the beginning. but marly
, changes have been made.

. Ori. Saturday,-. Qct. 26, Campus
Ministry ·and Players will be pr~sen
ting the first of four coffeehouses at
Coffeehouse his riow become a
Gumby's from 8 pm to .midnight. son of "amateur" night. People
from the audience who wish to, ma:y .
By defi!Ji~ion,'·· c~ffeehouses are getori stage to present the entenainclub~like .. places where_· coffee ·and merit. This includes· anything (rom
··other-. refreshments· are sold. while playing the piano, flute, and viola, to
people' exchange . news arid have .. singing. and dancing, and telling.
discussi~ns on topics such ~ poli~ics · ,jokes. Beer, pop, and pizza are some
and literature.· ·
· ofthe foods which have replaced cofi"
fee, which is not.''served anymore.' . .

<mn:.1if;.t.:::~.t,2

I=nhlsmonth,atobk'-ulb<"t

BrCJ1Ckt1off attended the Llte·Up Cincinnati Thaustlav.
Do1wnttow1n Council.

xu
chemistry
grad
will. return to
h
.
I
·speak o· n· c· em lea waste ,
.

until it was closed £W()·years ago·. Last ..
-·year, Playersheldtwosuccessfulcof- . upintheUriiversityCenterlobbyfor:
feehouses on the Edgecliff campus, . . all interest_ed performers to fign· up.
·
·
· . , .. . No special talent is needed and none
of the acts are screened. This process
8\' PAT HOGAN
Although _the name is "now a of signing up is solely for the plan- , On Friday, Nov .. 2, Dr. William
. ; misleading · one,' coffeehouses·. stilf · ne'rs <to ·ttnow how'. R!any:icts' tl_lerc · · Budde of the Environmental Protechold· die. relaxed atmosphere they 'will be that night:
·
tion Agency, (EPA). will give a
· seminar on chemiCal waste at 1:30
· pm in the Cash Room Of Logan Halt
k' :.
• ' , . Budde, head of the Advanced Instrumentation sectiop at EPA's. En'.I',_'.

I

1,.!

vironmental Monitoring and Support
·Laboratory in Cincinnati, will discuss
ways to identify, control and clean up
chemical waste. He will talk on the
storage of such waste and the prevention ·ofchemical pollution.
Dr. Richard O'Neill of Xavier's
chemistry department feels that·

despite. the fact. that it is a professionallecture, it is not necessary to be
a chemistry major to ~nderstand the
seminal'.
.
Budde earned both his BS and MS
in chemistry at Xavier. The seminar is free and open to the
· public.
.

CP&P plans week of Career Expl9ratlon activities·

.r.-

Recent signs around· the ·xavier . tuniti~~· The week · long . program sion of First National. Bank:.
Campus · announcing, . "CEW ·Is ,begins October 29; with all sessions
ln'addition, major corporations in- ·
being held in the .Universirv Center. eluding IBM, Proctor and Gamble.
· COMING TO CP & p!', have raised
the cu{iosity.of students, faculty and
Over 35 profess.ion·ats from local• Burroughs and Cintas will make
• administrators alike. .
.
public. and private' sector organiza- . presentations on. a full specturm of
.. CEW stands for Career Exploration . tioris_ have agreeq. to ·participate, business opportunities:
·
Whether you will _be cnrering into
Week, a :five day. series of pand _.. Headlining- the Liberal. Arts seg~ein
discussions· on ten· selected ·career . are· several notables. in~luding ·con- a car~er in the ncar futUre:, or wish to
fietds'.' ·
·
··
·
gressman Bill Gradison of the Second learii more about l'ari:t·rs for pan time
- · The,program is'being pr~sented by District; Chai-les"Mu~ro,.News Dir~c- employment or in.seleniitg a major.
the ·xavier -Career' ·Planning and (or 'of· WCPO;TV; Sandra. Toombs, these sessions will be invaluable. lnPiaceJ#ent Office and is:designed to Curator of rh_e Natural: History · terest_c:d ·srudc:n~sareasked to sign up
·assist students in exploring, question- . Museum. and Geoige Elliott, Vice-. ·for the programs in the CP &. P
ing an~ d,eciding, career 'oppor- President 9f the lnt~l'national Divi- offices.
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Council wants ·• bus ;,shelter
~V MARIANNE DUMBACHER

Eating Disorders lecture
Faculty-Student Soccer Game
Anorexia nervosa and other
On Oct. 25 The ·Parkway Express. the men's faculty team, will · eating disorders will be discussed
play the Elks. an intramurals · by staff from Mercy Hospital on
Thursday.· Nov, l at 2:30 pm in
team. at ) : l. 5 pm at. Corcoran
Room 17 of the CBA building.
Ficldto benefit Uniu:d Appeal. It
will be followed by the XavierThe lecture is free and open to the
DePaul game at 7 pm. ,
public.
Women and Election '84:
A forum will take place this
Ecumenical Retreat
.Rev. Duane: Stenzel, O.F;M~.
afternoon from 1,3. pm in the
Hearth Room located in Xavier's
will present an ecumenical
Universirv Center. This. informal
weekend retreat entitled "How to
discussio~ will precede the Phillis 'experience the person of Jesus"
Shaflv I Kareri DeCrow debate. Nov: 2-4. The weekend will rake
sched.uled for 8:00 pm Thursday
place at St.. Francis Center for>
evening in the University Center. Peace and Renewal, 10290 Mill
Theatre. Brown bags encouraged
Road. Mr. Healthy. For more inand refreshments provided. All
formation, call 825-9300. Preare welcome.
registration is necessary.
Evening at the Cincinnati Ballet ·
Amnesty International
On Oct. 25. Amnesty InternaOn Saturday, Nov. 3. SMAX
tional will meet at 5:30 pm at the
will spof)sor an evening at · the
Dorothy Day House.
Cincinnati Ballet. The $8 ticket
Feminist Panel
includes a free bus ride to the per~
On Friday evening, ·oct. 26 at
formance, an introduction. to the
8 pm, Dr. Mary DeShazer of the
ballet and a dessert reception with
English department and Theresa
the dancers at the Hyatt. To buy
Leininger, a senior English major
tickets, contact Mary Mango,
will present a · panel entitled.
x3219 or ·Gabrielle Gundrum,
''Feminist perspectives: on
x3244.
Nuclear Disarmament~' along
Computer, Workshop
with Carol· Rainey of Northern
·. "Introduction to VAX I VMS"
Kentucky .University at the Conis a · workshop being offered to
temporary· Arts Center. The panel
faculty. staff and students . in~ ·
is in co_njunction with the. Disannterested in rec;eiving instruction
ing Images art exhibit.
on Xavier's computer system. The
Student Handbook Available·
.free workshops will be held Nov.
Copies of the 1984-85 Student · 6, 7 or 8, 1-4 pm. Pre-register by
Handbook are available at the Incalling .x3111 or stop by Schmidt ·
302.
.
formation Desk, the Student
Development Office and the
'Operation .Identification
Commuter Council Office. The'
During the month of
handbook features information
November, the Department of.
on XU and opens into a t:alendar. · Safety and Security will sponsor a
Volunteer Fair
program .called Operation Iden~
In keeping with Xavier's comtification. Valuable items will be
mitment to . the ·community. a
engraved and recorded; so that if
Volunteer Fair will be held on.
they are stolen, there will be
Tuesday, Oq. 30 from II: 30-2:30
greater chance of recovery. Safety
pm. Fifteen Community Chest
Officers will also be available for
agencies will have displays set up
dormitory_ room security consultaand volunteers on hand willing to
tions. The service is open to all
discuss volunteer possibilities; ·
departments on campus which
Alpha Sigma Nu Seeks Applicants
have valuable items or equipAnyone interested in applying
ment. Foi'more information, call
to Alpha Sigma Nu, ~he National
x3401.
Jesuit Honor Society, may contact
Athenaeum Solicits Manuscripts
Bill Kronenberger :lt 531-2950 or
Athenaeum, the Xavier
Rev. John LaRocca, S.J. at x3453.
literary magazine, is now accepApplicants must be juniors or
ting submissions of poetry, fiction
.seniors with at least a 3.5 GPA.
·and literary critici~m for its fall
Deadline for application ts Oct.
issue. Include a self-addressed,
31.
stamped envelope if the
Pax Christi
manuscript is to. be returned ..
On Wedm!sday, Oct. 31, Pax
Deadline: Nov. 16. Address:
Christi will meet at the Dorothy
Athenaeum. Campus Post Office·,
Day Hous~. ' .
Xavier University.

The Metro Committee ofXavier's
Commuter Council proposes to build
a bus shelter at the Dana Avenue bus
· stop at the e_nd of the. mall. The
shelter will serve riders Of Metro Bus
. number 51.
Stephen Gregg, member of the
Metro Committee, estimates that the
proposed shelter may aid upto 150 to·
200 students who ride die bus on a
regular basis and 1oo to 1so students .·
who ride it occasionally.
Commuter Council received
$4,000.00 only as bargaining power

to pursue· the project from. student·. on whether to actuall~. a:ward. the
Senate Th\irsday. ·Senate must ap> money.
prove all contracts and expenses
.·
"This .is not a commitment. No ·
before anything is final. .
money has been granted,'.' he stated.
Another $4,000.00 has been proGregg suggests that ~vertising
vided by Xavier maintenance. Gregg
space on ·the shelter could cover
said he was ''disappointed that the
maintenance costs.' He stresses that.
Metro Committee~ didn't receive. the' the Metro Committee aims to "~eep ·
full $4,000.00 from Senate with~~t. · costs minimum while; producing an
re~e~ation."
.. esthetically' pleasing', structure on
t
' · 'Xavi~r· campus.. ''
. .
Senator Bill· Ryan explained that
According to Gregg, if the revenue
after Gregg .obtains bids from con- for the shelter is raised, the shelter
-tractors, , using the $4,000.00 will probably be built i':J·the spring,
bargaining· po:wer; Senate will vote 1985.
·

s

Earth bread to .sponsor benefit
concert· for Peaslee School
•·

BV JEANNE ULRICH .

. on peace and justice issues, will be

This article is running as a correction sponsoring a -benefit concert for the
to a previous article thai. was printed Peaslee project in the XU theatre.
· in· ·the Xavier News on Thursday .
. ·.' ·. .
· Sept. 27, 1984. · '.
Peaslee School, located in ·cincin-

November. With 'the h~lp of various
Cincinnati businesses, foundatiQris,
schools . churches, and individ.uals,
much progress has been made, but .
the fundraising drive remains intense
as the .due date rapidly approaches.

Saturday, October 27 at 8 pm, Ear.- nati's lower income Over-the-Rhine
thbread, a student group tha~ works. area, was dosed down in 1981.
. In 1983, the building was put up . Performing s~i:urday_ar!= 3 groups:
for sale. A ·group of Over-the"Rhine the Cincinnati Women's. Choir, a
residents, along with .,''Owning the· group . of 30 women si~;~ging proRealty,". a non-profit, low-income gressive music; the Real World String
housing organi~ation, decided to uy Band, a :wo~en'\ bluegrass· group;
to purchase the building to be used and King. Penguin, a jazz band.
.
as a community center, thus serving
the needs of the poor who live in that
Tickets are available at any time at
BV TERRI RICHEY
area, with day care, drug rehabilitathe Dorothy pay House (1619
· The McGrath·Health and Counsel-· tion, etc., rather than serving outside
Herald) for $8;or will be available on
ing Center· will offer .Assertiveness business interests. · . .
the night of the concert for $10. For
Training Sessions starting WednesThe cost· of the building . is further information, call 381-0954 or
.
day, Nov .. 7 .
. ..
$240,000 and must be. paid by mid-. 651-5273.
According w Pete Ganshirt, a
graduate assistant at McGrath, the
program is to pr,omote self- ·
confidence-' and .>to help .lessen the
anxiety sometimes experienced if! interpersonal relationships.'
. · · .·
The sessions .will provide an oppor~
tunity .to practice a5sert,ive · bep;lvior
and improve communication skills in
a comf9rtable group setting.
·
Ganshirt, who is figishing his
Master's in clinical psychology_, h~
organized similar workshops for student government and the graduate .
school. He stressed that the pr~gam
will have an informal and . relaxed
format.
Students interested in the Assertive Training Sessions are encouraged
to call McGrath at 745·-3022. There is
no fee.
.
·
·

Health Center
to ·give training

ExeCutive Studio

Senior ·Photos
Oct. 30-31

\.

Sign up by Oct.. 26University Cef}ter:lnfo Desk

Now when ~ou buy any ArtCani.ed
college ring, you riot only get one
. ring loaded wilh slyle and quality,. you .
get two. A great college ring-,-_and a. :
diamond fashion•ring·; FRE_E, lt's_a · · ·· ;·
"'
beauty-10K gold w1th a genuine 2 .
.
point diamond. Retail vaJue,....$60. ' "· ·
_ ' ' Thl:i perfect wiy)o express your~;, : · :
CLASS RINGS IIIIC . , ·:·your Style, of.your feelings lor·lhat',·,' •
. special someo~e. 'Available exc'Ju~- •: ··
sively lrom.Yoii(.:ArtCar~ed.Repre- ,_.: · · .
. sentalhie ·~r limited time. only. : ·, .

JIR]Q1~YED
•

•

a

'----Place·-----'-----'---'--___:_
• 1983, ArtCa,..,ed ~l&h R1ng1 li-<:
. MasleiCard or Visa Accepted.'

-•.
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P,ershiogs establish own,
group identity/

--~

B\' CAROL BROSS
They can be heard chanting their
Jody's early in the fi!orning. They are
seen dressed irt camouflage. running
in step from Cohen Center to the Ar- .
mory. They are Xavier ROTC and
..
PR's!
The Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC), headed by Major Bill
Hampton, is a national society on
··campus that trains stu~erits in leader, ship and prepares them for possible
military careers:
· ·

'·

Xavier Communication Arts .
· Quanda Stroud poses with her
voiume of poetry, GI'Qwlng Pains. The·book Is available In the Book·
store for $5.00.
· ·
·
'

While ROTC is a large and
popular group at Xavier, . another
group, often associated with them, is
establishing its own ide_ntity and is
growing by leaps and bounds.
This group, Pe~shing Rifles (PR's),
is also · a national society and
specializes in rifle training and drill.
Although PR's work closely with
· ROTC, it is it separate organization
and is led by its present commander.

Ps-ychology . , · .
depa·r~ment attend·s
state· convention

Don Travis, senior at XU.
According to Travis, there\are -ap··
proximately 21: members in PR's,
with that numbe; •expected to increase ·after pledge period· ends in
November.
.
·. .
"About. one third of the members
are female,'' Travis said, ''which may
surprise many people." ·

''They've been working really hard
during physical train and rnaneuv.er\
We will probably initiate abciut 10 ·
pledges when pledge period :~ over.''
he said.
At present, PR members and
pledges : are, involved· ; in weekly
physical training exercises, which in·
dudes a formation and morning run
beginn.ing at 7 am, They drill once a
The purpose of PR 's is to teach month . and attend periodic field
members how to use dilferent tY,pes training exercises..
·
of rifles ~nd to drill on a· regular basis
Travis is planning a PR's pany ar ·
"We drill toward competition."
Edgecliff in November. This event
Travis said.
will take place after the November I
The competitions begin in the spr-· promotions are announced.
ing. LasJ year, Xavier won "Best
Private First Class Dan Thomas,
Company in the 11th Regiment." . sophomore, explained his reason for
They competed at Bowling Green joining PR's. "I'm thinking about a
againsfl5 other Ul_lits and were n~m career in the military and PR 's will
ed "Best in Ohio."
help me . adapt . to .a regimented
Travis feels confident about this lifestyle. It's a great opportunity for
year's competitions because of the people going into the military as well
enthusiasm shown in the pledge as ·people who just want to learn
class.
about it.''.

BooD...
1

.'

'~

''

primary f~tus was ori_ developing, ~he~:_
.8\' PEGG\' MORSE .
.,
·
Sev~ral . m~;nbers of Xavier's · practical.skills of tlie pactiripants.
psychology . depai'~mem, inclluding . Michelle ·. Beckham,. a . ·senior
psyi:hology'majtu o\'vho attended the
'both facultv and students,' traveled :to
Toledo this past weekend"for the - convention, enjoyed the workshop on.
eating di5ord~rs the most. "I was very
Ohio Psychological Association Fall
'interested .in. seeing . how it's
Convention.
.
·
The convention consisted; of . treated.''
Participants in this workshop were
workshops
various topics rehlted
to psychology, and gave St~dents the asked to think back through ·their
lives and remember.the body images
opportunity. to interact wtth profes·
sionals in the field.
·
· of themsdyes ·they. have had. They
then d.rew''the r:nost predominant one ·
.·or. W. ·Michael Nelson, a pro·
fessoi in the psychology depar.tment · and d'iscussed thcsecin small groups.
Other students who. attended were
presented a· ~orkshop on the topic of
Pamm Imni, · Catherine Adamek,
anger ·control on Friday morning,
Oct. 19. The workshop was designed ShClina Virjee, Mary Jane Diehl,'
Kathy Rickard, Katie Klekamp, Carla
for professionals who work_ ~.ith
children and adolescents exhtbltll?g Guenther. 'and . Sheila Saalfeld.
anger reactions in a variety of situa· , BesidesNe'lson, other facuhy who at·tions. Nelson presented theory and tended w~L David Hcllkamp.
relevant research in the areas of anger Dr. Christine Dacev and Dr. Paul
··
'
·
and aggressive behavior, but · his Deardorff. ·

on

· Hoxworth Blood Center
323l Burnet Avenue
Cincin~ati. Ohio 45267!0055 ·

Atte-ntion

Telepho~e: (513) 569-1100

The Reverend
'Jesse .Jackson
-· - ~
.. -· ·.·
..·
.

-

.

··.

wilf specll~ in. . x.u.
.·.
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.

.
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.'xavier University Blood Drive
WHEN: Monday, October 29.: ....

:

J\l:~QrY
·;: ::- .......
..

•·:__

-...

.·

~0:-M~o-~da~ ,_. Qttobf!r"~9~~

•

.::-:-:

'·

.at~:30_.pm.

'•

1984
WHERE: OKI ROOM, University
Center
TIME:
10:00-12:30 and 1:30-4:00
>Appointments are ·. :. ~ecommended,. ·
·.but
not necessary.
tall 745.:3203 for
:-.:-·
. .....
. .
a:n appoiptment:
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A proposal was made before .Maintenance,, anything ,but Stu:
the Oct·. II Senate that Senate dent Governmem funds~ Senate
give. Student Devel9pmeni ap- . may have a large budget; but it is
proximately. eight thousand not large enough that they may·
dollars for a camera svstem to use give eight thousand dollars .tO.
to patrol the North Lot ..While it Student Development as a.
probably would be nice if Securi- gesture of goodwill.
ty had such a system, it is highly
Moreover, it creates a
debatable as to whether Student dangerous_ precedent: Student
Senate is the group that ought to Government giving up control of .
be paying for it.
.
thei.r money to the ~~:dministraTo serve the student interests, tion. Student budgets are in.
the Senate should allocate the ·enough danger a5 it is from being
money at its disposal in its view
cut by the administration without ..
student interest - within .the encouraging the administration
strictures of the organization's. ·to. use studeot funds. Student
function. The . Senate gets its .1 Government funds are designed
money from what used to be the ' to be used by the. students for the
Student Activites fee and the · students,. not to be handed over ·
General Fee that is included in to Security for a camera system. If ··
tUJuon. Senate is a student the department involved (Stuorganization that serves the stu- dent Devdopment, Grounds and
-dent body by providing funds for Maintenance) feels -that the
.student activities and things like cameras are worth the cost; they
the Student Handbook and Enjoy will get them .... but the Senate
the Arts. Giving Student should not pay for them out of.
Development several thousand the activities budget; it is simply
dollars for a camera system for its not the purpose .for that money.
Security Department is entir:ely · Security may at present be an
outside the , bound of Senat.e's issue and the Senators may want•
purpose. It would seem that the to . make - their constituencies
money should come out of the safer, "but one must ask whether it
department that runs security is appropriate to spend money inSruden t Development
. or •. tended elsewhere on· cameras for
perhaps Grounds and theadmin,stration.

. TI-IAT';; lt1PREsSIV£,Cl.JIT ·

. BUi' WHY.THE L0N(5' \~~,.:.;._:____.,;._ _:____..;..:.._ _.,...~

. AT

T~ !;LEVAToR

of

..

ATIENTION ALi YE WITH
BRAINS TO THINK,· WITH
VOICES TO SHOUT AND
WITH PENS TO WRITE!
Are you angry with- thetway the
Administration is running this
University?Does the new food se-rvice
turn your stomach? Is your s~udent
organization being ground under the
iron heel of an unforgiving SGBC?
Do you feel ridiculed, derided,
outraged, dishonored?
OR:
Do you think- F. Currie is the
greatest university · president since
Henry Winkler? Do you appreciate
the haute cuisine of the Xavier Dini.ng Room? Is your club plagued ~y
budgef surpluses that keep c~ming
back at the enq. of each year? Does
campus life just keep coming up
(Mary)" Roses?
·
Whatever your opinion, we'd like
to hear it. It is out'goal this year to
make the Commentary page more
ope'n, more campus-oriented, and
more controversial thau in recent
vea.rs. So -we are soliciting whatev.er

of ~he i·nil111table~Jeff Chung.·· .

The return

'I

Q~.•tes

add s~yle:
to co·nversatio'n.•.· ..:

'·

:

.

.

'

.

... .:.

.

:·

·:.

When is the last time you heard 5o- qu~te in· a conversation? I have found
meone use a· quote?- If you're_ like that ofte·n the best reason for doing
most others, it ha5 probably been a anything is: that there is no re;150n.
outrageous (or mundane) optntons. while. This is.a situation which in the However, if you are one of those nityou may happen to hold, whether interests of esthetics must . be pickers who·require concrete explana·
faculty or student, whether as a corrected. .
tions for any m:. . alJ acti~ns. there are
member of an organization or as a
Have you ever gone ou"t on a date ' r----;..........,_______""""""-......;.,
..lone fighter for justice. We're
··· especially looking· for regular colum- with a person who showed. about as ·
. nists, though editorial cartoons and much .intelligence as a dead bunny?I .· .
letters •are, of course,·, always mean the kind of person who could. 1
welcome.
have a stiri)ulating conversation with .
a turnip. Just imagine for a second
(or as long as you are able to) how
r---------~-----. much ·more . interesting that date .
· · fjrttrrs lfoliru ·
would have · been . if in some dark
'The Xavier News welcomes letters secluded_place~-:he):ir'she had turned.
frotn our readers. Letters should be to you and whiSpered "in a deep low
typed if ai all possible and must in- voice " .. ~th~ prophet is a fool, the elude signature and phone number spirituaL man iS. mad .. For the
for verification. Letters can be left in multitude of thine iniquity, there iS
_the mailbox on the door oftheNews great hatred." Hosea 9:7. In im ins-.
office, which is located in the conidor tant that petson iS transformed from
. 1. · . .
. .
:behind the Information Desk in the being merely boring to becoming ex- others: Besides yet ling duck to a perUniversity Center.
tremely deep-and profound. The im- ' son that iS being shot at; most conW~ reseroe the right. to edit or con- portarice of using quptes in ~onverilli" · ·~ersational content is_trivial.. F:.ce.:ii:;
dense lengthy or hard-tocread letters tion becomes instantly apparent.
· "What's your major?" is a question.
an'd ·to· comment editorially ·on any
.
.
.
.
.. .
_that iS definitely trivial (how often do
letter. . .· ..J
.•
~
.
• But, what I~ you are .the ktnd_ of,. you really wanno know?) and worse,
person who enJoys seemmg shallow? . it iS always boring. Think how much
Is there any other reason to use a • 'more interesting "Cry Havok; let

The

conventional
Wisdom

.
;./
loose the dogs of war'' would be as an
opening line. If you are going to be
trivial, · you· might as well be
interesting.

.
l:he question which comes up next
iS of which-quotes· to use. Inspiring,
uplifting quotes should be avoided at
au· c~srs as they Identify almost immediately the • speaker as· someone
who buys Rea:der's;Digest as his route
to culture. The two. most consistam
sources of good qu6tes through out
. hiStory have bi:en the bible, "He that
is of proud hean stirreth up strife:
but he .that pimei:h his trust in the
'Lord shall be m~dc( fat'' (Proverps
28:27) and Shakespeare, '<Get thee
_to a nunnery.'' My'. advice to to yo11 is
·, to memorize · three or Jour· good
quotes and .to . use them whenever
possible.
··
. ''Life, :.is bu.t a poor .player that
.. ~trut5 :an(l ~~e~ his. hour·. upon· the
stage)uid the~ ·iS heard no more. A
· tale•full of'sourid and fury sign.ifying ·
Q 0 t h i n g ...... deep - v~e r y
. deep,;,-sometimcs: l ~ven i~press

myself. · · ·. · "

·· · ·

B_ usiness. Mana1er
Photo Ed't
··
·· ·
·
·
·
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. sheer stupidity at not realizing ·the ri. James Kennedy, editor of the viously, this fact did not. work in the
potential'danger. .
.
. Presidential Biblical Scoreboard President's favor. · Indeed, the
Here are. some vital tips to shows us well how Reagan supports presidential debate marked the first
Religious Freedom, but, more impor- significant snag in Reagan's camremember when a fire alarm sounds:
1. J..eave the. building at once. Get tandy how Walter Mondale by never paign ·to date. In fairness to,Walter
A' Xavier student's vocabulary to an exit door' as quickly and as
openly "advocating legislation, tak- Mondale, it must be said that he
· ing a' specific action, or speaking out handled himself with great poise.
usually does not include· "fire safe- .. calmly as possible.
2. Do not question whether the against government or court curtail- Yet the man who really defeated
ty!:. Somewhere along the line, after
ment or religious freedom "is" iq- · Ronald Reagan was Ronald·Reagan.
Friday and Saturday nights, beer, alarm is false or not.
class~s. and dates, it will invariably You will be notified by proper
voking the familiar liberal "separa- What this· viewer witnessed that
appear in the fQrm of a 'passing emergency personnel as soon as ~hey tion of·church and state" argu- night was not the flawless com·
~ought. Thai is because itis current~ find the problem and ·try· to
ment(which)" ... haS been used to munic~tor he had come to expect,
ly under sabotage by an· ingenious cleminate it. DON'T waste valuable . curtail religious liberty across but rather· an apparently confused,
conman 'who. states to a student, time by questioning or arguing· with America." My eyes are open now 't9 clearly disorganized man, with a nag"Oh; nothing that serious has ever such. officials-they are concerned the fact that liberals, by not suppor- ging inability to make complete
happened here before, 'it's just .with saving lives:-yours in particular. ting such actions are trying to wrench neural connections. ·
. another false alarm," or, "Only peo-.
3. ·ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY religion out of the hearts of the real ·. Ho~ever, Reagan's popularity,
pie .on the 1Vnew~ are killed by fire, · DO NOT· TAKE AN ELEVATOR. Americans.
although somewhat tarnished, rc.You· .can become trapped' in an
I'm not -really s~re how Dr. Ken- mains intact. One need only to turn
there's nothing to worry about."
· Tragedy is a reality which does. not- . elevator during a fuc because .the nedy, the editor of the Presidential on the television to be inundated
just· exist on the news and it is not. heat rcndcrs·thc elevator inoperable. Bibilcal Scoreboard, ·differs on doc- with footage of all walks of life pledgsomething predict~blc or magical Always usc the stairs.
trinal issues from the Rev. Jerry irig unwavering support for the man:
. which will disappear. The first prere· · 4. NEVER· reenter a building Falwell, but it is my hope that they This'is where I begin to get scared. I
active alarm until you . might in the strength of being right ask myself, "why is it that the presiquisite for' tragedy is complacency, which has
apathy, or a belief that "it can'tbap· aie informed thatitis "OK" do so· fight the rampant Liberalism. that dent is so popular?" This is the
pc;n to me;'~
·
. '
· by emergency officials.
plagues our nation. I believe thatDr answer I come up with:
· The first few minutes of a fire are Kimberly· Tibbs ·
Kennedy would make an excellent
Ronald Reagan is a saint of popular
Supreme Court Justice with his un- ·opinion, a fact attributable to his
'the most crucial for you to escape. ·l>epart!Jlent of Safety an~ Security
People have died because they refuscanny ability to get to the truth. mastery• of the media. Support for
Maybe Rev. Falwell and Dr. Kennedy Reagan is not so much political as
ed to believe that ,a fire was actually'
takingplaceandthcnpanickedatthe
could get together and ironout key- it is pctsonal-people like Ronald
last minute when it was too late. If
doctrinal issues (such as the rate of· Reagan. Ever since his election, the
·those victims were. alive today, ·I'm· Dear Editor,
.
return for share holders in their chur- American public has been spoon-fed
Recently, while' reading the ches, the exact number of Pershing images of a benign commander-in·
sure they would convince you not to .
think twice, notto hesitate to leave a Presidential Biblical Scoreboard, a Il's th.e bible says we (the chosen, the chief, rosy-cheeked and smiling his
building when a fire alarm is Biblical News Service Publication, I. Americans) need for. defense, and "aw shucks, it was nothin" smile.
activated.
.
came across some interesting facts I whether it is the Liberals or the Com- . What's more, the public has eagerly
'munists that pose the greater threat swallowed every drop. Now, this be·
Furthermore, 'the Xavier University would like to share:
·Student Code reads:. ''ALL stud~nts .
All the important issues of the up- ·to us real Americans) .
ing an election year,. the media
Join with· me in support of Dr. tempest is raging over our
must leave ALL buildings, espeCially coming elections were laid out in
the residence halls, during fire alarms b 1 c k an d. white before Kennedy and Rev. Jerry "astonishing" economic recovery,
and may not reenter the area until in· me~everything from Religious Falwell-Americans who aren't
structed to do so by an official Freedom to Child Pornography. I afraid to tell us how to live. ·
spokesman for the University~ i.e., must say it was refreshing to see the John Tymoski
Safety .. Officer, firefighter, Hall discussion of politics kept apart from _
Director." Violators are subject to the lesser issues of world peace,
·
·
·
serious disciplinary action (expul- defiCit spending. and hum~ rights.
e.,Cl.i~.·.
sion), not to mention heavy fines by arid. focused clearly ·on 'the -fact that..
the; police or fire department or the .. the Democrats operily support plac- . - .Once, again; we fmd. ourselves in ·.
possibility of imprisonment. . ·
ing "homosexuals". in government · the midst of ari election year,ourcol- ·
Just recently, an alarm .was soun- offices. Only Reagan has the-strength lective political conscience presently
ding·: in the ·University. .Center to condemn these homosexuals' pleas shaking off its four year hibernation.
building and the response was for human rights calling this and . Concurrently, the national medi!l is
.frightening. Students in the Games other deviant behavior. a "gross im- flourishing, exercising at this parRoom area were refusing to leave the morality. '' I am proud to· ·h~ve a · ticular point in time more influence
. building because they believed the. president who· is unafraid to ignore on society than· ever before. This is a
alarm was false, others we.re still play-· . our government's responsibility to all scary thought, and I'll tell you why.
ing video games, watching television people and to forward a code of
Consider the presidential
or playing pool. The absolute worst . bel:tavior for real Americans to· "debate." A much heralded,
had to be a student who was refusing follow,·
although somewhat meaningless
· Do you want to know what really tradition, the debates do offer die
. to leave until he obtained a refund
for his pitcher of beer. I was outraged impressed me? Yeah, well I'll tell viewer a chance to see the candidates
as well as appallc;d by his lack of con- vou. The way Ron~ld Reagan has. in the flesh, stripped of th'e isolated
cern for his safety as well as the safety stood · up to those ... those liberals safety of campaign comm~rcials, and.
of others around hi~.· and by his are against Religi~us Fr~edom. Dr. thrust be(ore a live audtence. Ob·

an

to

Fundamentalism

a

blowing rarely understood figures '"
about like snowflakes as an offering
of the man's competence, and a demand of unthinking support. Here is
where I do get scared, because I sc;e
that Ronald Reagan is receiving unthinking support. How can anyone,
especially a college student, consider
himself or herself an intelligent being, and support a. man who has
made excessive cuts in student funding, and neglected the hazards we
impose upon our environment, an
environment we must live with long
after Reagan if gone? How can
intelligent people support a man who
has brought about economic recovery
at the primary expense of the poor
and the elderly? How can thinking
beings lay legitimate claim td this titic, and still support a rrian who has
engineered · the largest, most
threatening buildup of nuclear
weapons in history? Here, perhaps, is
the clincher: how can anyone support
a man who embraces the backwards
ignorance of Jerry Falwell. It cannot
be done. Supporters of Ronald
Reagan arc as much slaves of the
media as he is master of it.
·
So to any Reagan supporters who
have continued reading thus far,
please, think aboiJt why you're supporting this man. See if ypu cim
·.divorce your opinion from th.e one
you hear on television. Think about
what this man is ac~ually doing, then
decide if you would still support the.
nian. What you think might surprise.
you.
_
Brian Stapleton

Reaga.n.I:P1.

rudebarbs.

R:\NnAI:I. K.IIYI.Kt:l\1.'\

[;=:~===c~M~R~.~O~~;o;o;~~~~t:::~~K~UN~it.;PAO~C~WO;;N~~~'~.=·:--,
MS'.U: PlUM'MR. GRWZVNSKI

· M.UAHMAD
MR. INDI.QU ~ ANP· .
SOL GOLOt-WI M'UaANC~.

leg ate
41 "Be quiet!"
10 Kenneth Roberts
ACROSS
42 Suffix for diet or
novel
path
· 11 Greek letters
1 Sheepskin
8 "The Girl from-" 43 Bartlett, e.g.
12 Dutch cheese
15 Like a one-year-old 44 Does a·po_olroom job 13.Produced . · ..
thoroughbred·
(2 wds.).
·
14 On the Adnat1c
16 Poet Pablo; and
46 -~Magnon .
23 Male• deer
family
·
49 Degree from the
24 Hits the ground be·
'17 .scare
· Wharton School
. fore' the goH ball
lB Middle Ages
50 Like some shirts
25 Nom de crime
· ·. expediti,on
55 Electric chair
26 Remove by P.er·
19 Ce~tain mast
(2 wds.)
celation
attachme.nt ·
51 "You- Evermore," 27 Decrease
20 Military branch
1927 song
29 Slangy nose·
(abbr.)
5B'Eisenhower Center
30 Intermediate, in law
21 "Call -.-.cab"
.. site
31 House of 1
22 Full o f knots
59 Struggled valiantly 33 Fragile wash
24 Pacific Ocean
60 Closes the wine
load
discoverer
61 Perle Mesta,·e.g.
34 Enthusiastic about
28 Sheriff Taylor's
·
DOWN
36 Computer compi'lation
son
(2 wds.)
.
29 Don Meredith's
39 Painter Jan - .
alma mater · ·
'Gable/Harlow movie, 40 Post-dinner meals
·32 "; .. tia~ and
"Red - · "·
43 · 91,'' x 12" book
2, Type of verb (abbr.) 45 Hoard
hungry look"
33 Reporter's headache .3 Beseech
46 Burn .
.
35 Car or command·.
4 Phyllis Lindstrom's. 47 Burton movi P.,
36 Liabilities
husband
"The - "
37 Eat between
5 Stop sign, e.g.
.48 Auricular
meals
6 Miss Mercouri
51 Give off
38 Info. on a stock
7 Rogers St.
. 52 Split
certificate (2 wds.). Johns
53 Chemical suffixes
40 Robbins' "A 8 Blame
. 54 Studies
·.for Danny l'isher"
9 Meteors of At!9JJSt . . 56 "Reduce Speed"

Answer to puzzle on pg. 12
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Volunte$rs needed· for·
''Warm-Up''

Psyc_hologist ·to discuss us·e of
_hypnosis in behavior correction.
.

.

"Clinical Hypnosis" is the subject
of a discussion to be held Friday. Oct.
26. from 1:30-3 pm in. Elet
Auditorium on the .Xavier University
campus. TheJ .principal speaker is
William Wester Ill, Ed. D.
. The therapeutic usefulness of hypnosis will be the. central topic. The
most recognizable examples of hypnosis used for individual benefit are
the correction of eating disorders,
• stress, smoking habits and the fear· of
flying. ·.
Wester earned his B.S: degree
in Psychology from Xavier Universny

1984

..

On Oct. 30. 1984. Xavier
K~n Blackwell, Associate .. Vice
students and faculty members will President of <:;ommunity Reiations
have an opportunity. to sign up ·to and Eileen ·Kaufman,· D.irector of
help winterize .two-hundred homes Community Service~, plan to recruit
• State University (Kansas), -Xavier in the Greater Cincinnati area. These a signific;ant number of volunteers ~ '·
and his M.A. in Clinical Psychology
University, and Edgecli(f College homes will be winterized through 'a from the Xavier Cpinmunity du.ring
along with an Ed.D. in Counseling·
from the University of Cincinnati. . (where he was chairman· of the project fun_d~.d .·.by The Cincin.· n,a.ti Xa.vier Unive~sity's Volunteer fau. to ;~;
psych.ology depanment) .. Wester is), Gas.& Electrtc. Company and,Umon ·• b~ held on qct. 30-11:30 am to 2:3Q! I·\
Wester . ~as written for ~e.veral
··".publ.ication'· and. recorded tapes in-' · . consultant to the Cincinnati Police 'Lignt,_Heaf and· Power Company, pni in die University Center.
Dept.
and
the
fBI
National
and
managed.
by
People
Working
·
Additional
volunteers
will
~e·
cludmg Hypnottc Phe_no.mena And
Academy.
·
·
·
Cqoperatively, Inc. (PWC) ·
·
recruited from bl!_Hding contractors,
· Its Uses (~long with John W. Sha~et :
Wc;ster is a member of the
Called "W~rm-Up Weekend," loeal businesses, communities. and
. and H_~wJ~t RyanJ and lncreasmg
American Society of Clinical Hyp- the projec;twill t;lke place Nov. 17. A· neighborhood organizatio.ns. At l~ast
Therapeuttc.E!fecttveness.
.nosis and a former president of :the $25,000 grant from CG&E and 400 volunteers will be needed for the
· New president. and se.nior, Ame~ican Board'ofFaily Psychology,· ULH&~ -will. p~ovide. funds ~or .project.
.
psychologist at the Behavior Scienq: Inc. (198!)-81) and the. Cincinnati ·materJ~Is, •whu;h communn.y
Two, weatherization trammg
Center in Cincinnati, Wester cur· Psychological Association Board volunteers·will instalL The grant also seminars will be offered to volunteers
rently teaches at the University of (1975-76) and 1984-85 ).
· · will be used to coverthe costs of ad- in·preparation for the project. Lunch
Cincinnati and Wright State Univerwill be supplied to the volunteers on
The forum is free and open .to the ministering the project.
.
Purpose of. the_.proJ'ect
is to ~.assist Nov. li.
sity. He has also taught at 'Pittsburg pu b) Jc..
.
•
elderly arid disabled families to
reduce their heating costs. The
Exterior weatherization crews :will
families to. be aided will be chosen by consist of two volunteers while in~
PWC.
ti:rior crews will have. two or ·.three
Between 26 and 30 homes within a members. Materials to be. installed .
15-minutes drjving radius of each of will include weather~tripping, plastic
seven "Warm-Up We~kend" Con- window coverings, caulking, water
trol Centers .will be :.weatherized. heater- insulation ja~kets, and in~
The control . centers are: Lincoln sulating inserts for electric outlets
Heights Municipai Building; North and switches~ Retail value of the
CC?IIege Hill Community Senior materials will be more than $100 per
Center; Pinecrest Senior Center - · home:
.
Price Hill; Seven Hills Neighborhood
. Individuals. wanting to •apply for
House East End; Victory the weatherization· project or
Neighborhood· Services - Walnut volunteers interested in joining the
· . Hills; Bdghton Center.~ Newport, project can stop by the University
· Kentucky, and Senior Citizens of . Center on Oct. 30 o.r call Ken
Northern Kentucky - Covington, Blackwell 745-3026. Peadl.ine for ap.
. plying for weatherizaiion is Nov. 2 .
Kentucky; .
1

.·HALLOWEEN.
. PARTY ..
····featuring

Beatniks

Damascus
.ARMORY
SAl: OCt 27. 9·1 ·

I

Sponsored by SAC & Junior Class
- Admi·ssion: $1.00 w/costume;.$2.00 w/out .·

'\ '

j
Fa-ce it, you rlearning years are not-y9ur prime e'arning ·.
years.l)ut don't let ·that stop you from moving off campus;
. Through February 28, 1985, you can fly anywhere
·.
Piedmont flies for half fare.To LAandNew.York And all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
·_
·
What's the catch?Well, you mu.st be under 26 and have
a valid ·stude.nt ID. Read the fine print below forr~strk:tions. ·
. . . Piedmont's SO<t'oOffCollege Fare. More proofthat bur
· comfl)itment to highereducation isnotjustaloftyideaL ·
...LP~DINDHTHIIIIHES
'
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KNOW YOUR OPTIONS!

You can calllnl "Bill"

50%0FFCOLLEGE·FARI.

•
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Campus rep to ru·n spring break vacation triP:tC>
Qaytona Beach. Earn free· trip .and money.
·. Send ·resume· to College· Travel Unlimited p;Q.
Box 6063. Station
·A: Daytona
Beach·'-Florida
.
.
..
.
·.·
32022, includephone
please: .
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Xavi·er women's soccer
gosS 2-1. improves record

to

1·0-2~2

The Lady Musketeer· Volleyball
team got off to a good start winning
the fiist two matches of their
On Sunday, the team bounced . 13-gamc road trip and extending
back from its defeat to once again their winning streak to eight.· Last
destroy its opponent. This time it was · Friday and ·Saturday, the women
Oakland University (Michigan), and competed in St. Louis where they
the score was· 6-0. This time the defeated the North Star Conference
Xavier women could only muster 57 opponent Lady Billikens 15-10, 15-9,
shots on goal, while .allowing 15-12, and then came back agaipst
. Oakland only four. Jennie Mcyerrosc Kansas University with_a 12-15, 15-7,
scored ~ hat trick, while Susan Hier- · 15-7, 15·11 victory.
naux, Jody Krausher, and Wendy
Williams each scored once.
Head Coach Rich Zcciski reported
that a balanced effort led to the win
This week the Lady Musketeers
· over St. Louis, Timely serving and efhave two games. On Saturday,
. fective hitting from juniors Beth.
Oct. 27, the team plays Kenyon at
Grol, Suzie Hipskind, and Sharon
home, and on Sunday they play Uhto
Moorman enabled Xavier to remain
State, also at home. All home gamesundefeated in NSC play as the team
take place at Corcoran stadium on
the Xavier campus.

Boxing club optimistic
The Xaviei Boxing dub opens formal p~actice.o~ Ot.t. 29 at 6 pm~ The-·
dub IS lookmg forward to what
should be a successful 1984-85
season 0 Returning as c<;~ach will be
· Rollie Schwartz .. Schwartz has been
,,active in Olympic boxing for thirty
years and was head of referees in the
Los Angeles Summer Olympic
Games this' pas( summer. He has
coached ·at Xavier since. the boxing
club's inception in 1975. . ·
The ·Boxing club is proud of its ·

Volleyball· team wins
two matches; lifts
season record to 15-7
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN

was a different story. The Lady
BY MICHAEL CHASE
, The Xavier'Women's soccer team, Muskics could not compete with the
currently ranked #1 in the state· of superior speed of Southern Illinois
Ohio, had an up and down week this University. as they were beaten 5·0 .
week.. _going 2.: 1 and not having a ·· Goalkeeper Rachel Maxie had a good
close game at all during the stretch. game with sixteen saves, but she
could not stop the. onslaught of shots
On Wednesday night the·. team
that came her way. The Cougars
roughed up the University of Ken· finished the game with thirty-hve
tucky Women~neam7-0. TheLady shots on goal, while Xavier had only
Musketeers dominated play and had · three;
67 shots on goa!, compared ·to only
two.for UK. Wendy Wiliiams, with · l'he loss was the team's second of
her hat trick in the g~e, scored on the year. "They arc the best team
more shots· than UK · took in the we've played, by far, this year," said
game. Other scorers included Jeanne coach Bambi Henders<>n: "After the
Meyerrose, Jean Ulrich,· Eileen second goal; our defense let down.
Steurer, and Maureen Tobin. · ·
SIU always has a tough soccer
On Saturday ~ftcrnoon, though, it program."

thi~
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captured its fourth conference win.
"We were rusty from lack of competition the past two weeks, and it
showed, '' Zeciski said.
Versus Kansas.University, the Lady
Musketeers were impaired with injuries to Groll prior to the match and
to senior Co-Captain Colleen Seithel
early in the first game. With tWo stafting left-side hitters out, freshmen
Renee Townley and Sherry Chatel
were called on to fill in.
Tliey did with mu~h success as
Townley had a .333 attack percentage
while Chatel recorded her best match
of the year hitting .313. Sophomore
setter Jodi Thelen also accomplished
a season high 10 service aces. These
performances along with a solid
defense helpr,:d XU strengthen its
record to 15· 7.

y@r.,:c r
··..

'·',.-:

.. record ofnev~r having had a serious in those respects this· year," cominjury in its pistory. This is because of mented second-year member Mike
· the stress Scijwartz puts on defense Chase.
·and cond)tioning. "We don't put · ,Othe_r veteran boxers returning to
anyone in the ring unless we feel he is the club include senior Tom LoCasio,
ready," said Schwartz.
·
· Junior Don Holtz, and sophomore
· ·
Missed from last year'~ team will Pat Burhenne.
1
be Dennis Madden, last yea(s capAnyone interested in . boxing'
tain; and . unofficial advisor .Paul whether experienced or. not, . is
Man.kowski. "Dennis and Paul did a welcome to join the Xavier Boxing
lot for the team last year that was Club. The .sport· offers benefits in
"behind the scenes". The returning. both self-defense and in fitness.
fighters will have to _do a little more· Membership is free.

,.

Rifle unknown to most sports fans
The. actual competiti~n. however, Rifle Gonference Match. The Univer- ·
isn't· necessarily team ·agains~ team; sity of Kentucky "alue" was the top
Although the 1984 Olympics did the real competition goes on within scorer in the smallbore division wii:h
much to expose people to rifle com· each individual shooter. The com- 2,156 then came Ohio State Universi- .
petition, participating in ·this sport petitor spends almost five hours at ty with 2,119, XU with 2,064, UK ·
seems to be a prerequisite to follow- the fit:ing line trying to hold perfectly "White" with 1,985, Miami with .
ing the' sport, The-average sports fan still a·riflc that can weigh ;mywhc~e 1,961, and Ohio University .with
·
doesn't knowmuch.about.rifle.
. from 11 to 17 pounds. Concentra- 1;888.
Rifle comp~titions consist oftw~'or · tioil~ coordination; and endurance. , In the air-rifle division, despite .·
more teams. going up against 'each . 'are critical elements which inake this. posting a season' high score of.I,4l2,
other, each trying to·amass the most sp(!rt as demanding as most other· Xavier placeq· third bel:tind OSU
points to win. One teani has four sports.
. · _(1,442) arid UK (1,418) .. An insho~>tcrs, .. each. one fires in·· the two
The Xavier ~ifle team is very much· tercsting point ab<)u't this match is
parts 9fthc competition..:.:.:the small- alive and we.ll,c:lcspitc thelackoff:lns that for·.cach team parti.dpating.· in
bore shooting at 50 feet, and the air· : as coach..AianJoscph will attest. "We the air-rifle event and the three teams
. rifle shooting at ·10 meterS; .In the. have had a team at Xavier for many. competing in the small bore;' the
small-bore competition, the. com· years without any following .even .. team high was held by a_ female t~am
.petitor .shoots 40 bulls-eyes. -ill' each ·· though · we have sponsored the member. (Rifling is the only sport .
. position_;,prone, kneeling and stan· NCAA Rifle Championships (1983) recognized by the. NCAA in .which
ding~ In the air-rifle division, the · and sponso!, the Walsh Invitatiomii' mcri andwomcn compete equally in ·
competitor shoots 40 bulls~cycs in the every year. The .Walsh _is the best . the same match.) Xavier's Wendy .
standing position· only, Each bull'has known intercollegiate match in the Swigart shot a 375 in air-rifle, her
.. · . . .
.
personal be$t by i 1. points and a
a potential value of ten points, the -country.· .
centcrpoint.ofthe target bdng worth · "We. are looking for continued .school record by 10 points·~ Senior
ten and each. consecutive ring from development of the program and. foi: . Chris Sontag fired his personal best
the' ccqter decreasing in point value... our shooters to improve their scores . in air-rifle with 336 as did sophomore
by· one. The innermost ring on the · every match. There is. a lot of-talent. Joe.Miklacic with 330 ... ;
.
target· touched by the' bullet deter~ on this team that.will face:stiff com- .
On Friday, Coach Alan Joseph and
.
.
his shooter$ will be {acing. the Univcrmines the poin,t valu~. of th~.shot,·tbc petition· this year.''
: total.of allthese points, from all four
On .Saturday, Oct. :20 Xavier sity of Kentucky in_ the XUArmoty at Karen Kohl ·ralurna a ahot agali1.t NKU lailt WHk. Karan 1 XU both won their
•shooters is. the; team score:
·
hosted the ·me. Eric ·lqtcrcollc~iatc 4 pm.
·
·
matchea _giving the tNm an 8-4 record. .
·
· .
BY JOHN MASTANDREA
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VoUeyball Tournament- Saturilay
• l,
On the other field, Ten Peas in a ·and Damian. Dotterweich, Foul Play
Pod challenged Cold Slaw. John closed the gap in the seventh inning,
·Meyer and John Turner broughi: in but Cold Slaw's pitcher, MVP JoAnn
Nadaritas
two runs;' while pitching by Pat Schlemmer kept her cool and led her
Co· ovobo ·
Wilson held Cold Slaw to one. Cold team to a 5-4 win;
Master Bailers
The· umpires of ·the · weekend Revolution
Slaw, in the bonom of the last inning
Revolution
/
found themselves in ·scoring position, · tourney went above a,nd bc;yond the
Revolution /
but a hit slowly crept foul, t>ringing callof:XUIM duty in this final game.
Waddy's Wonders ·
Base umpire, Nick ~Joe graciously Famil Ties
the game to an end.
Famil Ties
Foul Play and Cold Slaw, met with offered to aid and inspect the injuries
a 2-1 record in the. next game. Cold of Cole Slaw's ·second basewoman Drive
Slaw enjoyed a comfonable lead, . Diane Bu~er. .While home plate
thanks to early runs· by Mike umpire Chuck Fenton played back- _W:h:o~====:J~W~h~o~~~~
....,
BombS uad
Markowsky, Laura Carr, Tom Fahey, stop (or catcher Leann Steineman.
King Me

This past weekend lntramurals
held a Co-Ree Softball Tournament
engineered· by Phil McHugh ahd
Sheila Connolly. Season teams mixed
and new teams formed to compile a
co-ree roster. The tournament provided a chance for players to meet
new people in a relaxed weekend
competition. New athletes were
discovered and old ones were
·challenged.
.
The tournament began Friday at
5 pm and went until Saturday afternoon. Rain prevented the final championship game from being played
bCtween the undefeated Ten Peas in Natural
a Pod and their Cold Slaw rivals.
It looked good for the Pikers, led
Peas in a Pod
by Mike Beatty and Dave Alt, as they
began the tournament with an early
lead over Cold Slaw. They fell shon
though, losing to Cold Slaw and the
Natural, thus ending their play early.
Pikers
Albanaires were up against tough
competition, and despite a homerun
Cold Slaw
by Mike Collin~. they lost 15-3 to 10
Peas in a Pod. In their, next game,
they lost 9-6 to the Natural, forcing·· Hot Slaw.
them out of the tournament.
The Natural, led by Sheila ConnelFoul Play
ly and Rita Winters, advanced to play
on Saturday, but without these two
key players, they lost 18-3 to Foul
Play.
Hot Slaw won their first game ·
against Foul Pl~y 10-9, although Foul
Play rallied late and challenged the
lead. They went on to play Cold
....
Slaw, who brought in the deciding
0
runs their last time at bat. Hot Slaw Pikers
then met Foul Play again and they
weren't so lucky. All but one player Natural
6
for Foul Play brought in a run. Shannon Sowers, Kate Phalen, and Pat
Day each -had two runs. Hot Slaw's
four runs were split between Andy
Held and Pete Seuss.

Bomb

Weekend Co-Ree Softball Tourney

Peas in a Pod ·

I~

1Peas in a ~od

-

2

Fall Guys
K~C&3·

9
Albanaires

3

10

Cold Slaw
Hot Slaw

f

s

·4

I

2

I

Friday aftemoon
Ease-Up
Ask Your Mom
Mutants
Team Beam

~

Natural

3
Foul Play

·Foul Play 12
..

Hot Slaw

6

7
6
10
8

Cold Slaw

Albanaires 6

.I Natural91

siam by FrazDelemos securing them
18 ·of a 9 .point win.
0 · The Va,rsity Team 10
.
13 · Retum of Hosemonsters 4
io.
It was· a tied game until Bob
s Hellman· (Varsity Team) hit a
2 homerun bringing in· three runs and
12 · an undefeatable lead. ·

Champs

Loser's Bracket

•

Las Cucarach~

· Master Batters
Elks
So to Gi Ko Ho.
Muldoons
Maggots

9

Cold Slaw

Thursday Night
Over the .l~ill Gang.
Cellar,Dwellers . ·
..

-

.

.· Co-Jovobos emerged as champions Qf this tourney; ·which matched. pow~r
teams against Co~Rec teams._ Rain forced games inside, where they were very
competitive,_letting teams display t~leiit·unseen on the sand cou.ns.
..

Peas in a Pod
2 Cold Slaw

&mb S uad.

Limies
Ps cho's II

· · . Winner's Bracket
6

uad

This exciting game was well matched but MutantS pulled _ahead at the
end. with a score of 10-8. Pat Day
si:aned the .gam.e off right with a
home ·run.· Mark Kissling slid .in for
an incredible.last run.
. john O'Malley from Team Beam
was 9uifk in the outfield, cat~hing
numerous fly balls ..The Mutants remain undefeated.
The' Nads 15
Revenging Nerds 6
·
This game was tied with five ·runs a
piece forcing the game into extra innings. At their lasn:hance, The Nads
rallied with several runs and a grand

4 .

Foul Play 18

4

DE A· ROAD
RENT FROM

·••• away and.g•t
a h• T~shlrt•.
.
~

·.

.

ATIENTION,
STUDENTS! Want
part-time work you
.·can· fit between
.classes? Place and ·
fill posters on
campus, earn b~se
and bonuses. Yearround possible..
1-800-243-6679.

Getting away this weekend may be easier. more fun, and Jess
expensive than you think.
.
That's becau~ National rents to 18-year-olds. and gives you ..
clean, sporty·cars at low prices. Absolutely rio mileage charge.
And now a free Road Scholar T-shirt will help make your.weet<end a great getaway. '
You can rent at any of the National Jocati<?ns below. All yoti
need is a valid student ID and driver's Jic~nse. Usea major credit
card or submit a cash qualifying application 24 hours prior to
· reotat You pay for gas and return the car to the renting location.
· T-shirt offer good while supplies last. . -'·· ..
.

You deserve
National·
attention: .

Sand VoUeyball
Tuesday
, . . .
.
K of C & 3 defeated Family Ties
15-9, 4-15,15-ll.
.
Psycho's II · defeated · King . Me
U-12, 14-16; ..15-0.
The Revolution defeated Limies
15-3, 15-7,
·.. . .
I
Wednesday
'
. Co-Jovobos .. defeat~d , Waddy s
·
Wonders 15~2. 15-7. .
Who defeated Nadarita5 15-11,.
. 15-7
Bomb Squad Ill .defeated Dr~ve
15-3. 15-3
Fall Guy~ defeated Master BaUers .
15-5, 4-15, 15-2
Flag· Football-Men's
Tuesday ·
..
Team· Strohs 20
Extinct 20
E~tinct·won in ovenime, gaining
more yards than r_eam Strohs.
· Deciduous Mutants 20
Eager for Beaver 6
Gamecocks 12
Walking Dead 0
Bingemen 25
Ease-Up 6
· Flag Football-Women's
Whiz Kids 22
Wild \!ing 0
The- Gastineau's 26
Too Wild o
Nasty Girls is
Still Too Wild .o

Sat. ·Nov. 10th ·x.u. ·Outdoor Clu.b

: ~~

Rate available
from4 p.m.

Thursday' to
4p.m.

Monday.
Two· day
minimum ..
..\111/•4/IU'II/Uifi/IJ/I•rtl/1'
11/111/ft'\ /11/IU.\ _Ill ~WIIfflt \/:t• I 1/l

,,,,,t.

tlltcl" ·UIIjt<rl/tlthuucit·u tllltllll
·'''"' lhl c flh \UIIJI~ I,, ~,,,,,,Cihllth

628 Walnut St. Gl-0202
11320 Chester Rd. (Marriott lhn) ·772~1022

·is going .to the Red River Gorge for a day of hik- · _
ing~ .Leave· at 7:30am, be back by ~d.inner: Jf.
interested leave your name an,d;phonErn~mber -· .
in the . outdoor-- club ·mail · box in . the ·.
.- .S.G.A~~S.A.C. hallway. ,

·-~.

E:ntertain.m'ent. .

.

.. ,
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Fteporters· disc-over" a
handbook gap

Seminary on Beechmom .Avenue; .
the 'Athenaeum Chorale ~ill present "In ~emembrance," a con.
, ...
Frorri May through mid-October, day, frosh, sophmores and juniors
cert of spiritual works. under the
BY JAMES TIU
and
blazers need not be worn. Instead; . must study a{ their desks from 7:30 ·
. direction of Athony DiCello.
MIKE CHASE.
students may wear sports shirts with to 9 pm; and again~from 9:30 until
Featured· in the program will. be·
·Imagine · yourself a student at
fold-out collars; Ofcourse, Bermuda retiring.
Requiem (opus 48) by ·GabriC:I
. .. " .,
·. The masterful piano playing of
shori:s are allowed, but never with
Faure and Pilgrim's Journey by· R. · ·Xavier 23 years ago. These two
All lights are to be out according to
reporters· chanced upon a 1961-62
sweatsocks.
·
'John Coalesjr. whothe New York
Vaughan Williams.. Performing
the time prescribed by .each hall.
student · handbook -and discovered
·Post _describes as a · "brilliant,
No student is considered properly ~pecial permission must be obtained
with the Chorale will be guest
some startling differences · between
Tdosyncratic · pianist will be ·organist Gerald Near from Dallas,
dressed unless he is dean-shaven. All for study after lights out. So much for
the Xavier of 1961 and. the Xavi~r of · of the freshmen are very conspicious, weekdays.
brought to stage. at Xavier in the
Texas. The suggested donation is
.
.
today.
.
as they are wearing their beanies, as is
University Center Theatre. As the
$2.00. For further information,
There are other rules a dormer
Imgine that you are walking on the
required until homecoming .
. second performer .in Xavier's Jazz
call the seminary at 231"2223.
from 1984 might find different.
mall 23. years ago. Besides the fact
· ·Piano &Jazz Guitar Series, Coates.
Students may not make or receive
that all of the studentS are men, you
willshare his unique style of play
If you are a dorm. resident in 1961, phone calls after 9 pm. No overstuff.
notice that they arc dressed quite difthat has taken him all over the nathe dress code is ·nor the only thing ed furniture is allowed in the rooms,
fcrcnt~y from to~ay's fashions. )'he
tion and abroad. Coales has also
that might surprise you. Students are and _Sunday mass is compul~ory for
· dress code requnes that students. not allowed to leave· the halls after Catholics.
released several Lp's, the latest of
·
should always be dean and neat .
7:30 pm Monday through Thursday
. .which is.entitled"Pocono Friends
The bi~gest shocker is the policy
Whatare people wearing? Well,
. Enct,rc: '.' ·Adnlissiori is $6. for the
on alcohohc beverages. No possession
without _special permission.
jeans, .workpants, and army fatigues
On Fridays and Saturdays,~-: of alcoholic beverages by students or·. public, t;;ut there is noc harge for
are strictly forbidden at all times. T: freshmen are allowed out until12:30
· swdent5- with· LD, Coales- wiW
their guests is permitted. Intoxication
shins,
polo shins, and sweatshirts are
am, sophomores until I am, juniors on campus or in any public place for
-tde"die:stage ~t 7:30 pffi:C:his
. not allowed either.
·suriday. For rriore info. call Xavier .
.
Until1:30 am, and senio(S till am: anystudentsisgroundsfordismissaJ.
Upon returning at night, each stuStudent life at XU was quite dif-iliformatimf at x32~l.
·
.. At this point, you may ask what is dent must check in according to hall
ferent twenty,three years ago. It is
.-<;
.. -..
left to wear. If you are on campus · require1J1ents.
·
hard to imagine a student of todav
· ·... from mid-October through April, all
, On weekdays, all residents must be- ·enrolling ·in the Xavier of 1961. Next ·
. Internationally acclaimed artist
,.students. wear 'a suitcoat or blazer. out of bed by 8 am; beds must b~
week look forward to the changes on
Robert Heindel will display his .
. Their pants must always .be clean and neatly made upon rising. According
{avier's campus, and some ·of the
show a crea5e, .
to ·-1961 rules, Monday thru Thursignificant events of 1961.
·
.P. -A·--···.s··.·.-.-.·D·
-.- E.._
:rorksfiof the· beauty -in human.
· torm rom.Oct. 25 to Nov. 15 at
sthe Closson Gallery- on 4or Race .
treet.
.
·'p····_I..,N·
·.
Heindel has made a lifetime of:
L
.: photographing. performers of.;.
·c··IN·.
··· ·-· ··c--··INN.·
·· .-~A-··n· . · ba.uet al)d. then returning. to _his
:.
• .. · ·. ' · ·._. : ·. . ·:.· .. studio.'in· Coilneeticiit to- transfer
sll0of296JOHN lYMOSKI
- !- influenced by Lennon's music. Each
is found in ~uch ofLennon's w~rk.
Every,-Man Hai A Woman Who wick reflects the distinctive style of
"G~odbye SadnesS:" by Roberta
~~~~~[~gs.inro. pa~el. and oi_l -· LovesHim is 'the ne~ album by Yokp its respective recording anis~s ~hile Flack
is a truly beautiful song ---" and
Ono on PolyGram ·Records. Started forwarding a microcosm of Yoko. a pleasant and outstanding surprise ·
byjohn Lennon as a tribute to Yoko Ono's sorrow, respect, arid Jove for on the album. This track is ·a soft
·
Ono, the project completely reversed her husband'. ·
ballad with a Jamaican flavor that
: Fot the second time this year,
his paintings have won him the
-.:·character after Lennon's assasWhik all the pc;rformances on celebrates the end of loneliness arid
the performers of the Cincinnati
prestigious ·Hamilton King
sination.
·Every Man are solid·~ some stand out the union of soulmates.
Ballei:· Company will take the
Award .. ·
· All words and musiC are by Yoko as particularly good. One such song is
His paintings at the Closson
stage ·under. the choreographic
. Ono (with the: sole exception of the "Walking On. Thin Icc, "performed
Other performers include Harry
direction of George Balanchine.
Gallery will feature none other
·.title track which is written_ and· per- by Elvis Costello, a haunting ballad Nilsson, the Spirit Choir, Eddie
· ·"Pa5 : De 'Deux~' .begins three than performers in rhe Cincinnati
formed by\ John Lennon) yet . i:he about the dangers in the fragile-world Money, Alternating Boxes, and Sean
evenings of performances on Nov.
Ballet Company. (CBC)
.
Ono Lennon.
tracks are performed by artists rang- · of emotions.
I.
-·
. Those on display will be for
Every Man Has A Woman Who
ing ·from Elvis Costello to Rosanne
"Wake Up" by Trio ·also stands
. The evening programs begin at sale, with 10% of the proceeds
Cash.
out on Every Man. The irregular but Loves Him is sensitive and tasteful
8 pm and tickets can be reserved
being domited to the CBC. Says
Every Man incorporates Ono 's compelling beat that typifies Trio sets throughout and proves an apt tribute
by calling the•Music.Hall Box Of:_
Heindel about his -work, "Seeing.
·lyrical prowess with. the- musical style the backdrop for lyrics that. invoke to one of the foremost artistic
fice: ai: 721-8222. ·
the dancers in ·rehearsal shows that ·
of a host of musicians who have been t~c spirit of lost everyday beauty that ~eniuses of our lifetime.
.·. Also .feai:ured in conjunction _there's something a little gritty, a
widi' the Nov. 3 performiuice,is .a
little sweaty about i:hem ,. yet even
"Dessert· •. With The. Dancers''
theirstyle, the way their shoulders .
drop .... -is beautiful.''· For more.
tiosl:ed by_ the Cincinnati Hyatt
Regeni:y. _
. -information . regarding the
· ~Ballet.patrons and the general ·. J-leindel Display·, call CB<:: at
·'·
public ·a.re;,invited t'o meet the en621~5219 ..
tire ballet company following the
..., ,.
BV·GUS GALLUCtl .
finest effort to date.
interested in today's U2 get a 'good
perfor~anc~ on· Saturday Nov. 3,: ·• ·.
It's-inspiring to see that U2 is still · Their theme is consistently the earf\11 of V2's older albums, such as
at approximately 10:30 pm. ·. ·.,
·. ,
waving its musical white tlag with all same in each oftheir albums- that October and Boy. There is a lot of the
,·The reception will. beheld in
.
the 'dynamiC'forccs·of good that the of_ the strength oflove, and its ability same sound that's just gaining its
~e Buckeye Room' at the Hyatt· ·.•
rock and hit ·world ~of· today could· to eventually overcome ;-in the case of well deserved worldwide popularity
Reg~ncy. ·A<JR)ission '\ViJl be $3
·possibly conjure.·
·
·two pepple, or the entire world.
· today- the sound of U2.
per ~rson a~d--will include a '
U;l'slatest album, '{he·Unforget~
~2isthetype.ofbandthatdoesn't . dessen and coffee l:iuffet. Reserva-: . · A h
·
f h'
i, b/, fl'
· overa
· 11 ; ·more ..·spmtua
· · · 1 1et a person get
' ·
·h·
· ·
a e. _~re, 1s
away Wit JUSt enJOY· .lJ2 is: &rio - vocals
tions .are .requested and ·can . be
.· t t e cone1us1on o t 1s past :
The Eoge- guitar, keyboards,
.. · -a·· ·'.·_b. •; : .. 11 1. · ·. _h_.. .·H- · ·. .·. week, the charts held firm to what_:: ·and· .mdl9w than their·. 'previous -ing the. musical value of their songs. · ·
vocals ·.
~~~h3f::r: ~f 6. e yat.t at
they had shownone week ag<:<At'
woi:lcs, with the exceptionof their Bonc{s lyrics are quite intense, and
·" . '... _
·-.the_ record. stores, people were·.
current· hit, .''Pride (In the.Name Of often-times are conducive to periods
Adap) Clayton • bass
-_- .
l:iuying Prince . and .~_he~;· Rev~l.uLove)'.~:.aitd ''Wire."
.·
. of analysis and reflection.
'
..
Larry Mullen Jr. - drums
Music by U2
, .,~. ,
··· · ,
dori 's Pu,rple Rain LP in greare.r
. The _album opens with "A ~ort of
.
·' · · . ··.· ·. : -'· · · ·. .· · ·
... ·guantity. than any ·other· albuR)
· Horriewming," a l:hqughtful ballad,
The major difference between The · ·Lyrics by Bono_
~·,'I!t.Remem•
and-Stevie Wonder's ·~IJust Call- .
'andthc~only song on the album.wirh ·qnforgettable Fire and U2's previous
... _.. · ,- :· · .,_ · ·
··a·
· ··
ed To Say ll.ove You" single·.
printed- lyrics (on· the :t;ack·.-cover). ·albums is rhatU2's work~up to now Produced and engin~ered _by .enol
_
··-theRaetcreeip_.bts ·x··_fr(Jfimfi'c·e··-sthteu--r·-n.neadtio:nu;st ·. · \-Bono's. powerfuL voice. is :Very ;cffec- has been· the type of music .that o_ther Lanois 0
0
I tive il1 pr()jecting ·. fce_lings· of: .in~ bands would imitate in aJtroup set-. on Island Records
0
with-Teachers 6n i:op again::,:·..
trepidity, passion and hope.
ting; whereas The . Unforgettable .
Running time,: 42:19
Rating from·1~5: ****'lz

XU PIANO
0.·SERIES PUTS
ON .COALES

HEJND··E·L·
PAIN. :TI·N.Q.S
SETJl.E IN_T.··O·
_.CLOSSON
GALLERY."· .

DEIJX,
. ·. .·: To·. .
--·o.
A·T·. ·_.

-

-Mu.sic

~rtists

pay trit?ute to Lennon.

BALLET · .: _.· ·..

i~ ~~n::r:~sp~~~~ ~~dnJ~;~~nat~~

COMPANY

U2's latest releas·e cre~tes mellow s·ound

THIS ·.WEEK 'S:-: :·
BESTSELLERS

.

6

:-·. -·-

~ :q¢_<_}-r. _:_-(::_..... ~~.--~CUt.-_. .T . E
CERT · Q: B '

1
Hs·.:~E-M·-~~D.'IN:~
.._,_:_·:_ _ A_:~_: ·-~c_ ._
.
•. •-

D
.••.. ···".·.··.·
:_ '' •·······,

~ ~~1~E~:~!~2~:..~ AJ:·~~;::.1\;;::~"b~'lt/7. a~o~:~?:~~T~~? ~~·E

1.J:.,
:A:ft I
; :On, Friday,.,Nov.,2.~t8 pm in
.·..the,'ctiapel,\at••Moun~ St. Mary
,,, .· •
· ·

.. ·

tion and Leo Buscaglia's Loving
.Other._ bestselling._;non-•
. fictional work;.
··- ·
·

Each

as

- .

La:riy ~ullen Jr.'s unique military
·_:drumwork,' and _·.the razor-sharp
• guitafofThe Edge (hence the riame,
. perhaps); The combination results.
. what. is probably tliis'lrisJt quartet's.

in

.. the generally subdued nature of the .*poor'
**fair
LP · .
.
_
·-·
ls a band who's popularity is '"'**good
rather recent in the U.S., yetit would ****very good
'be very advisable for rhos; who' al'$ *.!"'**excc:ptional

.u2

'·
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'
Mter yet another• week: of ~ popular.' response. There .were,.
public' opinion inspeqion~ three
however a host of ''other$/'
new favorites have been revealed
Number . . .·
.•
· ..
among the Xavier community. . ~. Pre-poll predictions. were 'lean. : Our poll for .this past. week dealt
ing towards a landslide in favor of
with people's fayorite brand of
number 7, and as it turned out,,
pen, number and American Presithat digit · did .indeed receive a
d,ent. Again the resp!)nse was·
goodly number. of-votes. But. the
good and the results are as
results .wiU show that it was no
follows:
landslide.
Brand of Pen
mimber7
15%
15%
· This itein .turned out to be· a .
number 5 ,
·14%
sweepi~g victory for the Bic Pen
number 8
Co. Their brand !Jf ball point and
number 4
13%
12%
felt-tip pens led the other tWo rnanumber 3
.. 10%
number 2
jor companies. by almost two-to~
·one.
number 6
10%
Bic ·
43%
number9
8%
Paper-Mate
27%
number 1
3%
,
23%
One person voted for zero;
Cross
These were the only brands · -American President
which figured into the category of
Nov. 22, 1963 was a horrible
.

day. Xavier's p~puia~e would
agree wholeheartedly as the
.~esults below show.
. .
John F. Kennedy
33%
AbeLincoln ·
18%
Ronald Reagan . ·
17 %.
l'ranklin Roosevelt
11 %
Richard Nixon •· .
9%
George.W~hington
'

".

.

.. -

.

5'~ ·

And, for all the de~~tees ·~f
. Millard Fillmor~. yourmari received one· vote. ·
·
'TJte newspoll staff would again
like to thank· all those who·.· par~
ticipated'in this past.week'spoll.
We encourage participation from
you again as well. as from those
whose thoughts 'we have yet· to
fathom. Be ready again for yet
·another angle in next week's Poll
Position..
·

Diane Keaton ·(top) discusses strategy· with comrades and shows her reallife shooting skills while working on the set of "The Little Drummer Girl."

'Drummer Girl'

succeed.s ln_ acti,lg
de~pite plot holes ..
BV ALDO ALVAREZ

inexpressive, a veritable stone 'face,
but on second glance, his character
has to be a very cool counterintelligence agent. Taking this ·into consideration, his performance is faithful
·
to the character.
. Klaus Kinski and Sami Frey play
the Israeli force leader and PalestiThe Little Drummer Gii-1, adapted
nian super-terrorist with. adequate
from the LeCarre novel, is an performances.
·
espionag~ film that deals with the in' The film profits from George Roy
trigue of international politics Hill's direction. Famous for his
specifically with the P.L.O. and the Newman:Redford films, The Sting
Israelis.
and Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, he has been adapting novels inAn aspiring actress· with sym- · to film in the last few years, most
pathies for the Palestinians, .Charlie
recently the excellent adap-tation of
(Diane Keaton), is recruited by the
The World According to Garp with
lsrali~ against her _ideals by seducing
Robin Williams.
her (m a number of ways) through
Here he takes the Le. Carre novel
one of. their .key· agents, Joseph ·and uses·.his expertise in its adapta(Yorgo Voyagis).
tion to the silver screen, Most ap-.'
Bqth panics co.me across as exparent from his style is the beautiful
tremely devious and violent and the
photography and composition.
validity of each group's actions is
If you are a fan of John Le Carre
unclear; there· are really no villains
novels, spy thrillers; politics, or just·
here, just two groups with conflicting
plain terrorism you might. enjoy. this
interests.
film. But tf you are .. a stickler for
· .. detail, plot and chaiacter.izational
The key problem . here is that logic, you will find tlie. film flawed,
Charlie, an opinionated, outspoken. but. enjoyable .. · ·
determined woman is so easily con- THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRl:
vinced by t~e Israelis to be their _ A Warner. Brothers. Film
agent·
Release .
.
. '·'··
.
The main reason for this conversion is that she has fallen in love with
Produced by Robert L.
. Crawford
' one of them. She does the whole bit '- Directed by George Roy Hill
just for the lovelust of Joseph. if this -Starring Diane Keaton, Yorgo
,.
h.u ;. chand: ut bcmR possible. she Voyagis, Klaus Kinski . · .... · .
· was never truly loyal to her ideals _ Rated 'R' for violence and adult
from ·'the begmnu1g
·
themes
.
.
• u~:mc Kcatun· plays her character _ Xavier News rates it **-'h
with her usual skill; Charlie's flaws,as • 1 1 • • • 1 • • • • • 1 1 • • • • • • 1 • 1
a .character stein from the premis.e, *poor
· ·· ·
:~ · ·
not from ~eaton's performance. ·**fair
Keaton comes across as an .intelligent, ***good.
resourceful· woman. who faces a ****very good
~ *****exceptional .. ..
· .· ·
challenge with aplomb. .
Yorgo Voyagis atJi~st s~ems v':ry • • • • • • ,.. •. • • • .• • • I • • • • • • •··

The Little Drummer Girl is a good
film; it just lacks some logic in its
premise. Despite plot · holes that
harm the film, its acting and
technical aspects s_ucceed on most
counts.

...........
:;B:-..... ,,•..,,..

·-~<i'l,.

-

·\

·: -T.he team of .Fingers and Bender chose Xav.le; U~lverslty as the:pla~e to do t_helr live Monday morning .,,oad." .
cast from,6~10 am. This team travels to different areas In Cincinnati every Monday In o·rderte».flrid new places
to. broadcast their show.
·
··
·· · .
. . · .. ~•.~ ·
·~

.....
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HNC''s m 2-Nympho!!! The ~st of thr Bunrh in
T·.G ..:....Your haif···it's so Frminine!! D.T.
Brodcman! l.ovC' yas. CoJJun1
T.G. Why don'r you blow vour nuse~ Do I have to dn
evC.rything for you!?
'
·
To the ugley one. you are an inferior lowlife". Go homf:'.
You look like a Gorilla. G<1 a real lifo. Yuu are a~
A horsc is a horse unless ofl:ourse the horsr is Mr. Ed tht·
parasite lo· sodety. Give it up!
talking horse of mui's~:- Wilbur.
'Dr. Who?
Billllllllbur! ~
Bonjour XU!· WC' miss you roo! Chris . Maria. Traq·.
Sholly, thanks for the cookies ~nd cream (D.Q. Dairr
Chuck, Tod, Stove.
Q~u:en). L.et's be radical again sometime." D.T.P.S. 1
--love
your rooth paste.
.
.
Pat, thC' extra crun,hy Jif hit the spot. Merci millt'.fois!
Trisha-Army-Aoooh01! Wh3t about you? What about
Love you!! Chris.
you? Yes? I hope. D.T.
'·
Jean. what are you <!oing about 1!:30? I think I'll come
Holy Moses. Kelly! Gus sure ran build a fire! Lt"r's ru~.'>l
up to seC' you?!?
Bunny! b.g. foot
Beth, wanna go scoPin'?!?
. Dear Eaglc-We miss you. R.O.
Mike.~do you havt· a dress I can borrow?!?
'fo ·this galaxy's greatest Captain. Wt're glad you are.
Carol, think )'OU. c:ouJd talk Jean lnm ·,::ruing our
our Captain Kirk!-Lt. Wafers and Lr. O'Wencha
"Friend" for my ScreW. Your Roommate? What a ·run
Monica..:...can anyone give me directions to l:ancastrr ..
dare!!
Husrrian 403 •s404-the sweetest suite.
Phil W., hop< you're fooling bettor. LPB.
Miss 8-tc, p!case accC'pt my sincerest apologics for the
Boanfaco:· Hop< you're filling my shoos at gooq old< XU
postscript and for any cmotional trauma incu'rred. Whh
or ffi'aking footprints of your own, Love you!. Rah~
deepest
affectiOn, M.S.
,
Fun Bunch: Although I'm niany miles away, 'I'm still
J.M.-.Was it good. for tho Codcor Spaniol? whac about
keeping my eye on ~ny deed-doers. muskic-mobilers,
Mark?
skinny dippers (Melissa), etc. etc. Try not to miss me too
much. Your French Connection; Maria.
·
Did you know that a vampire lives in 5 West Kuhlman?
Mike H.: Hope by now that your mink is back in good
Docs Mark know about cousin Thumas?
old American gear. But don't forget to always keep your
Does Mark know about Stud?
ham, tomatoes and lettuce separate!! Plea.'ie come back.
Does Mark ·know about Radar?
we miss you! XUites in Paris.
Do•s Mark know about· Bill?
Does
Mark know about anything?
M.A. in 409-H May be interested.
judy-Torn betwoin Jwo lovers-only two? What haplisa, si le Butternut ne.va pas, encore, je t'enverrai des
pened to the other ton? I thought you had at· least a
baguettes, mais seulement situ m'enverras du Skyline,
dozen. Nikki
route de suite! Toujours, Chris.
Karen, a very sweet frosh whom I would love 10
Hey' fatty, you turn me on! C.
"swoop." Todd.
Becky, can we talk??!! Chris
It's not Dr. Who. It's Dr. Whom!
Wendy is good with her hands:
Hoy Jan D .. has San/a Cla111 Come yell <If.
Will the real Ms. ,Exdtable revoid horsdfl!
Franklin, Oh how you dig those holes d«p!! KSR .
Bill, can I tickle you? Signed, gum who?
Sure Keith, I'll sell you a whistle ...
Bill, you:re WI!! Signed, your biggest fan.
Keith, blow <h< whiotlo . ..:..we'll run to lheir aid.
Bill." what's that on your neck???
Welcome to th< new Theta Phi Alpha pledges-glad to ·ROTC punks fo
Gee, I wish I could get up at six in the morning to strut
have you aboard:·- ·
· ~
· · ..
around in wcird formarions
Andy Andy Stentz Stenz Seeing Seeing Double Doui?J<
To the "Blazer" -We owe you a debt of gratitude. just
Not Not Trouble Trouble ·
·
as we werr considering giving your institution an inkling
A spodal thank .you to Verna. Maria, Monica; Joni,
of
res~ct,. your vacuous pose changed· our niinds.
Damon, and Ullio for all your h<lp Sunday-, Mary.
Thanks for setting us straight. BTS, PCBandJAT
Congratulation; Theta Phi Alpha on your one year
To Whoever, thanx for th<'rose. Bur, why sign Patrick?
anniversary.
·
·
DAM
.
Duffy. Ml + M2 spells trouble. Forger thrm and lot's
To tho men of 4·Kuhlmari-will tho real Damian please
go study, Smug.
·
~
·
·
como forward? Js and Pj.
The Chicken is comina Thc chicken is comingt!
Dimion, what is your real name? I'm dying ro meet
Break Dancers:. We noc'd you to try out for being tho
ou!
now Xavier Brealcinl Musketeers the wook of Oct. 29
· Too scary ... Hospital. Fire escapes and Location of
"Malidous intent to inflict Psychological Suffering ... " · Waihing·t·n D.C. and Philosophizing and.:.. ·
Remembe-r these words;' the)' .rna:)' mean· money to me.
MIM, you aren't il M.O.M. Thanks for tho visit.
from onc nor-so-upscr-as-you-wish Mouse:. ·
Helen M-,::'(o.J(!O!ant<d.yo.uronamo.oin thc~papor~now. __ Np. & PB.-Thanks for tho article. C. F.
Have you called your college friend today?!
do vou feci impona"nt?
·
·
··
Karen-if you ·need a hand with your fingerjusr ring
Happy Birthday, Colon<! .
mc. Sreve
Now you've hit" th~t ·maturc agc of l9, we can tak~
Lynn<-L<t's cdobrat< November 8. My First dat< with
you out in public without Worrying!
our "Friends" and your Last! CAB
... And just wait til you sre what Wt got you!!!
Shannon, have fun this w<rkend. I'll miss you! Bambi
.. :I hope he didn't see me ;leeping-1 drooL·
Ann B.. John K. (unicycle), and Cathy R.-thanks for
Next time, we get orle of the 'three water beds.
tho memories in ·Rock Castle! Carol.
... Macaroni and~Chces<, please, don't hold tho
S~~ny Beaches, su~ny ~aches, sunny .~aches!
butter.
. ~
.

GOOD~ TIMES.

AT
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Do you wanr to bcwmr arti~e in C:nmmurer Coum·iP
Thctc arr" two poslciom optn. fim. wr arc fnnking for a··
tieasurer who will br responsible for balancinR a budgt't
and requisitioning funds. Applir<~dnm arr available in
thr office and are due On. 26. Wr: art also looking for a
ptrson w represent Commuter Councir at Exeruti\'t'.
Council mc:etings every other Wednesday night. Plt':ISt'
scc Teri Butz for mOre information.
Looking for someone from Ddaw;art. Ohio! Do vuu eM·
isr? call x3SI·.
·
Thret weeks. ltft ladies w find a datt fur the Sildie
Hawkins Boat Dance!
Did you get your Student Direcror)·? If nor. they art
available in tht Commurcr Council Office .
Happy Hallowt'c:n from Commuter Council!!!!
Would you like to take a road trip or find somcont" to
Commute with? Check the Ride Board in the Univcrsit\'
Lobb .
'
.

To Adasack, FOz, Bcari, Partridge, Eastman, lamincrs.
Dunworth. Diehl arid whomev~r I rnay have forgotten.
"juSt thought rd drop a lin< to say hello. I'm looking
forward to· a liuli: brcwski action on my return. ·For now
I'll have to occupy myself with the IMP's. (limrnational), THE BEST OF I.UCK TO y· ALL" Love from
Switz~rland, Mary
·
. To: Michael. No I didn't forget you. Wishing you 01
'super scmester!. Take care ... Mary P.S. "E.S.''
Thc Phantam Quark returns -o~fter an cxtcndcd summ~r
"s in".
Eli the lccman says she's .sooo cold! Bag it _and go for 1hC'
malt shop girl!
Nacho-( heard you'rc charging people to sec your
rod(s). Do I g<t a· discount for being a relative? Nikki~
Pres. Jerry, what's a homC' girl!
Mr. Wolfe (aka Joo)-how are those peanut sales do·
ing-stilllosing 56t a bag or are you~finally allocating
your cons properly?!
Nikki & Nacho-so you think you'r'c too much for
us-just give us a few drinks and we'll got tho ball rolling! Jud!' & Meatball.
. Do you feel lost, unloved, neglected. There is an
answer. For S9.9'; + tax }'ou can feel the warmth of the
loving voice of. Doc Sweetie. Doc Swectie w!lllift your
spirits; reJieve your Pain. and bring you closer to God.
Send your 19.95 today and got your own personnal Doc
Sweetie "love" tape.
Nacho & Meatball-We're siil waiting. Whore are.our
posucripu? Nikki & Judy. ·
Natural Science majors like to play doctor.
T.S.-How about them Bongals?! KLB P.S. Do bunnies
r<ally f«l the ground?
·
. Ben-Ow! Mitosis! Kar·Kar
Tracy & D~niellt'-Thanks for the room! W~ owe you.
Love, Karren & Mrgan.
~ Hoy Slaw, Lot's make like transfer RNA and got excited!
~ Shoo
·Linda & M~nica-next time o~e.Of you drive (including
homo)-so I can drink!·Had.a:good'tim<. •Should we
take a taxi ·,; g.; ~-bar -hopping? )ultc((aka Karhy &•.
Ezmor<lda)
·
"
·
~

SINGERGRAMS • COMING SOON!
Meatball· and judy..:.. we chall<"g< you to a bowling
match'. To make it fair we'll got Nacho'trashod, Nikki
and Nacho.
.
CCL ~begins November 4, 7p.m. Be thor< to share!
To thc French Connection:' Hurry back! Too many in·
side jOkes have alrrady started without you! "Wherc's
tho jif?"
Now would you all please read the Resl of the paper?!!!!
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The CINCINNATI BALLET
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II · p e· c·i~ all
·
1 · Xavier University
1
Students:
I Redeem this ad at .

s

I

I

Music Hall Box Office ~or~

150% OFFI

1. the price of any single ticket! I·

I1 (November Series only)

q,uoounors

~ 1a5teful. Blend of ~and Elegance"

~ceiem .Food.
;;-

,·

a• Drinks~ Plus .Qreat- Prices.·
~·

...:.:..

'Fr~··Admssaf.Every ·i'tusday·:Nislht
. With aCollege LD. . .

l'foper td~ & attire requir~
.

l_

•

.·1

I

·

I

Se,e the ;remtere·oj

I Tchatkovsky'sPas de Deux 1·
I plus .
·
I
I ·Poeme Lyrtque/Paqutta 1
.. 1. Domino
.
I
.•, 1for as l(ttle as $3.00/seatt I
I

.

~

l.l C..CiHNA~LLET
~.

- --------Davlcl McLiiln; Aidatlc Dlrec:tor. 1
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any pn~ IIC'IU'tjorlhe Notaember Sft1es
· :ii (Thursday. F'rtday& Salurday. Ncllwmlwr 1. 2.3.
:::! 19841. Coupon muMbrff'dwm«<atMuslrHnll
am~ 2.f hours pnor fo tht' dOlt' q( lht>
1onct'. Tickets sold on aLtallablllry.
tmet: Four t41 cK:tftl ,_ JN'WOft I*' coupon~
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HAPPY
HALLOWEEN
HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENT
TO ASSIST
THE UNIVERSITY
PHOTOGRAPHER.

Contact
Greg Rust

745-3431

Straight fr~m the Pentagon:

ARMY WAR
COLLEGE COMMIITEE
Members from the Army War College
to give presentation on various subjects
.vitaJ to US nationaJ security.

Thursday night, Nov. 8
X.U. Theater 7:30pm
Free Admission
For more info. call x3646 or x3534
Sponsored by SAC I ROTC

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
1985 SUMMER PROGRAMS
Xavier University · .
at
AUSTRIA~ University of VIenna
COLOMBIA-Javedana University
ENG LAN D~Cambrldge University
,FRANCE-University of Parls·Sorbonne
Cre~:llt courses avail~ble in foreign languages (beginning through .
most advanced), literature, ·economics, history, fine arts and
other fields.
., ·

For detailed Information, WRITE
Division of Continuing Education
Xavie{Unlverslty
· ~
~ 3800 VIctory .Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
.
or call: (513) 745-3712.(Romero Center)
Xavier University, an equal opportunity educator and employer, Is
an academic community whose doors are open to qualified per·
sQns regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap, ·or national
·origin.
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-THE .FASTEST•••• ·
FREE DELIVERY IN TOWN . .
-- -_-_ · -Act<
, E 8 " ..

·· ·

wE\..c~~,,..\..sn - sP .
. .· ..
EDGE.CliFF
XAVIER
·,.

can·-_

can·

75.1-7300 •.._.

531-0001

(This Pepplno's Deliv~trs Cold Beer)

- ·

Delicious H~t Pizza (Pan· Pizzas tool!) · ·
. Hoagys - Lasagr)ir- Spaghetti - Pasta
. Garlic Bread • Pizza Bread - Cold Beer & Pop
.

.

.

.

.

.

·'

-
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•

'
•

.
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. -GAR~~~EAD

!2 LARGE STEAK H9.GIES.I5Q~Qff!
WITtl _A~Y o~~ERI
. i : ·.. 'S-·--7.·s: ·_. ·_. I ·_ANYPEP_-~INO;SPASTADIN_NER

_.

·· ·.

·· ·

· ' · · ·.

1 00

·
onfu
'

•

. .

1.

·

I

·1 ·

.

I
ony,

·. - ·· ·

•

.

1.

·

..

~

..·

..

· - · · ·. .. h. :·· . · 1 L•••.-na, Spaghetti-or Supreme· . ee1e, On1Onl, en p1C
. ~1et 1FH On 8 11 oag1•
. 1: . Limit one coupon per'order. Good only wil_h coupon.

Ch

1

.·

.

d

Limit one coupon per order. Good onlv wllh coupon. Explr• 12131114 .
. ·
.
.
.·
.
.. • . ._.-.. .: .

___

··I . ·

.:

· · ..

·Explraa121~1184 ·

··

___ -•- ·
o:·. __ ·, : :_

'
---oiNNE~FOR--2··-----r----Filii
Piiiifi--oii~!i:tWii_i
·~n.ly'
I BUY ()NE ·c~IE8E PI~ ·:AT. THE 'REGULAR_! ... ·.o~iy· . . . . . .
Limit onecoupon per order. Good.onlv with coupon. Explr" 12131184. 1

se.so.·. .•. ·. ·.

12" 2 ITEM PIZZA

.

II

PLUS. 1 LITER .•O,.LE OF COK. · . :

Lomlt one coupon per ordlf. Good onlv wllh co~pon. Explfll 12131184. I·
-.
.. , ,
· .I

.
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·.

1

.

·..

.

. ·

.
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•·

PR.ICE AND GET A SECOND ONE
· . '- , 11" 2 ITEM PIZZA
..
. .
THE SAME SIZE FREE.
I.
. .. · . '
.
. ' ..
'
,•· ..
ADDIJIONAL ITEM~. EXTRA. ON BOTH PIZZAS. IPLUS 2 .LITER BOTT~E .OF ,C,OKE
: ·Limit one coupon per order. Good onlv with coupon. Explr.S 12/31184: :
. .. .
.
. .

....

:'

..

.

II

·,Limit one co~pon per order, Good onlv:wllh «oupon. • · .
EMpnes 12131184

·
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